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ABSTRACT
This paper provides an overview of methods and systems developed for record linkage. Modern
record linkage begins with the pioneering work of Newcombe and is especially based on the formal
mathematical model of Fellegi and Sunter. In their seminal work, Fellegi and Sunter introduced
many powerful ideas for estimating record linkage parameters and other ideas that still influence
record linkage today. Record linkage research is characterized by its synergism of statistics,
computer science, and operations research. Many difficult algorithms have been developed and put
in software systems. Record linkage practice is still very limited. Some limits are due to existing
software. Other limits are due to the difficulty in automatically estimating matching parameters
and error rates, with current research highlighted by the work of Larsen and Rubin.
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RISUMI
Cet article donne une vue d’ensemble sur les méthodes et les systèmes qui ont JtJ mis en place
pour le couplage d’enregistrements. Newcombe, qui dJveloppe une aproche nouvelle, et Fellegi et
Sunter avec leur model mathJmatique, nous ont laisse les bases nJcessaires pour un traitement
moderne de la discipline du couplage d’enregistrement. Dans leur travail fondamental, Fellegi et
Sunter ont introduit des mJthodes puissantes pour l’estimation des paramètres sous-jacents, ainsi
que des idées qui continuent d’influencer la pratique du couplage d’enregistrement. La recherche
sur le couplage d’enregistrement se charactérise par une synergie de la statistique, de
l'informatique, et de la recherche opérationnelle. MalgrJ l’intJgragion sous formes de logiciels de
plusieurs algorithmes difficiles, la pratique du couplage d’enregistrement n’en reste pas moins
limitJe. Cette limitation est due en partie aux defauts des logiciels eux-mLmes, mais aussi aux
difficultJs B estimer de facon systJmatique les paramPtres sous-jacents ainsi que les taux d’erreurs
encourues. Le problPme de l’estimation automatique des taux d’erreurs encourues font l’object
d’une recherche rJcente par Larsen et Rubin.
Mots Clés: couplage d’enregistrements, modeling, comparaison de chaîne de caractères, optimisation

1. INTRODUCTION
Record linkage is the methodology of bringing together corresponding records from two or more
files or finding duplicates within files. The term record linkage originated in the public health
area when files of individual patients were brought together using name, date-of-birth and other
information. In recent years, advances have yielded computer systems that incorporate
sophisticated ideas from computer science, statistics, and operations research. Some of the work
originated in epidemiological and survey applications. Very recent work is in the related areas of
information retrieval and data mining.
The ideas of modern record linkage originated with geneticist Howard Newcombe (Newcombe et
al. 1959, 1962) who introduced odds ratios of frequencies and the decision rules for delineating
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matches and nonmatches. Newcombe’s ideas have been implemented in software that is used in
many epidemiological applications and often rely on odds-ratios of frequencies that have been
computed a priori using large national health files. Fellegi and Sunter (1969) provided the formal
mathematical foundations of record linkage. Their theory demonstrated the optimality of the
decision rules used by Newcombe and introduced a variety of ways of estimating crucial
matching probabilities (parameters) directly from the files being matched.
The outline of this paper is as follows. The second section provides more details on intuition
about and the theoretical model for record linkage. Ideas of Newcombe have had the most
important application in the development of national health files of individuals. The more
general ideas of Fellegi and Sunter have been instrumental in estimating crucial matching
parameters and estimating error rates for wide classes of lists. Methods for overcoming messydata problems are described systematically in relation to the formal model of Fellegi and Sunter.
In the third section, some of the basic research problems are covered. Although some of the
problems have been (partially) solved for high quality pairs of lists, the solution methods do not
easily extend to most matching situations. The fourth section describes three research areas that
have arisen in recent years and depend heavily on record linkage ideas. The first is microdata
confidentiality and associated re-identification methods. The second is analytic linking as
introduced by Scheuren and Winkler (1993, 1997). Analytic linking refers to the merging and
proper analysis of data (quantitative and discrete) taken from two or more files. The analysis is
intended to adjust for the biases due to linkage error. The third presents some of the methods of
information retrieval and machine learning as used by computer scientists in web search engines
and data mining applications. Concluding remarks are given in the final section.
2. BACKGROUND ON RECORD LINKAGE
Howard Newcombe had crucial insights that led to computerized approaches for record linkage.
The first was that the relative frequency of the occurrence of a value of a string such as a surname
among matches and nonmatches could be used in computing a binit weight (score) associated
with the matching of two records. The second was the scores over different fields such as
surname, first name, age, etc. could be added to obtain an overall matching score. More
specifically, he considered odds ratios
log2(pL) – log2(pF)

(1)

where pL is the relative frequency among links and pF is the relative frequency among nonlinks.
Since the true matching status is often not known, he suggested approximating the above odds
ratio with the following ratio
log2(pR) – log2(pR)2

(2)

where pR is the frequency of a particular string (first, initial, birthplace, etc). If one matches a
large universe file with itself, then the second ratio is a good approximation of the first ratio.
Newcombe’s ideas have been extended in a variety of ways (e.g., Newcombe et al., 1988, 1992,
Gill 1999)
Fellegi and Sunter (1969) introduced a formal mathematical foundation for record linkage. To
begin, notation is needed. Two files A and B are matched. The idea is to classify pairs in a
product space A × B from two files A and B into M, the set of true matches, and U, the set of true
nonmatches. Fellegi and Sunter, making rigorous concepts introduced by Newcombe (1959),
considered ratios of probabilities of the form:

R 3  ε _0 3  ε _8

(3)

where is an arbitrary agreement pattern in a comparison space )RULQVWDQFH PLJKWFRQVLVW
of eight patterns representing simple agreement or not on the largest name component, street
name, and street number. Alternatively, each ε might additionally account for the relative
frequency with which specific values of name components such as "Smith", "Zabrinsky", "AAA",
and "Capitol" occur. The ratio R or any monotonely increasing function of it such as the natural
log is referred to as a matching weight (or score).
The decision rule is given by:
If R > UPPER, then designate pair as a match.
If LOWER ≤ R ≤ UPPER, then designate pair as a possible match and hold for clerical
review.
(4)
If R < LOWER, then designate pair as a nonmatch.
The cutoff thresholds UPPER and LOWER are determined by a priori error bounds on false
matches and false nonmatches. Rule (4) agrees with intuition. If ε consists primarily of
agreements, then it is intuitive that ε would be more likely to occur among matches than
nonmatches and ratio (1) would be large. On the other hand, if ε consists primarily of
disagreements, then ratio (3) would be small.
Pairs with weights above the upper cut-off are referred to as designated matches (or links). Pairs
below the lower cut-off are referred to as designated nonmatches (or nonlinks). The remaining
pairs are referred to as designated potential matches (or potential links).
If one considers a situation where there are three matching fields and only simple agree/disagree
weights are considered, then a conditional independence assumption can be made to simplify
computation.
P(agree first, agree last, agree age | M)
= P(agree first | M) P(agree last | M) P(agree age | M)

(5a)

Similarly,
P(agree first, agree last, agree age = | U)
= P(agree first | U) P(agree last | U) P(agree age | U)

(5b)

This conditional independence assumption must hold on all combinations of fields (variables) that
are used in matching. The probabilities P(agree first | M), P(agree last | M), P(agree age | M),
P(agree first | U), P(agree last | U), and P(agree age | U) are called marginal probabilities. P( |
M) & P( | U) are called the m- and u-probabilities, respectively. The natural logarithm of the
ratio R of the probabilities is called the matching weight or total agreement weight. The
logarithms of the ratios of probabilities associated with individual fields (marginal probabilities)

are called the individual agreement weights. The m- and u-probabilities are also referred to as
matching parameters.
Fellegi and Sunter showed that it is possible to compute the unknown m- and u- probabilities
directly in the 3-variable, conditional independence case. More generally, in the conditional
independence situation, the parameters can be computed via a straightforward application of the
EM algorithm (Winkler 1988). If the conditional independence assumption does not hold, then
the parameters can be computed by generalized EM methods (Winkler 1988, 1989a, 1993b,
Armstrong and Mayda 1993, see also Meng and Rubin 1993), by scoring (Thibaudeau 1993), and
by Gibbs sampling (Larsen 1996, Larsen and Rubin 1999). The methods of Larsen and Rubin
(1999) are the most general. These methods can yield more accurate matching parameters and
better decision rules. These parameter-estimation methods do not always yield sufficiently
accurate probability estimates for estimating record linkage error rates. An error-rate estimation
method that is somewhat supplemental to these is due to Belin and Rubin (1995). Although the
method of Belin and Rubin requires calibration data, it is known to work well in a narrow range
of situations (Winkler and Thibaudeau, 1991; Scheuren and Winkler, 1993). The situations are
those in which there is substantial separation of the curves of log frequency versus matching
weight for matches and nonmatches.
Generally, good separation of curves occurs with high-quality lists of individuals containing only
moderate amounts of typographical error and reasonable amounts of homogeneity in the
characteristics respectively used in classifying pairs as matches and nonmatches. With some
administrative lists and most agricultural and business lists, such homogeneity does not occur.
For instance, if names or address do not standardize, then it is unlikely that true matches having
nonstandardized names or addresses can be identified. If homogeneity holds, then most matches
have similar characteristics within the group of matches. Most nonmatches have similar
characteristics within the group of nonmatches. In some situations, difficulties with business lists
can be dealt with via software loops that deal with list-specific nonhomogeneity. Each of the
major departures from homogeneity due to severe typographical error must be dealt with via a
separate software loop. Other departures from nonhomogeneity occur when either the class of
matches or the class of nonmatches naturally divide into subclasses. For instance, when matching
persons within household, the class of nonmatches naturally divides into those that agree on
address (household characteristics) and those that do not. Some of the general methods for
dealing with nonhomogeneity of identifying characteristics are described in Winkler (1993b).
EM methods and ideas for dealing with one major type of nonhomogeneity similar to Winkler
(1988, 1989, 1993b) have recently been applied to the general problem of text classification in
machine learning and data mining by Nigam et al. (1999). The methods of Winkler are more
general because they allow for dependencies of fields and convex constraints on probabilities
(either class or marginal) that predispose estimates to subregions of the parameter based on prior
knowledge from similar matching situations.
2.1 String Comparators
In many matching situations, it is not possible to compare two strings exactly (character-bycharacter) because of typographical error. Dealing with typographical error via approximate
string comparison has been a major research project in computer science (see e.g., Hall and
Dowling, 1980). In record linkage, one needs to have a function that represents approximate
agreement, with agreement being represented by 1 and degrees of partial agreement being
represented by numbers between 0 and 1. One also needs to adjust the likelihood ratios (3)
according to the partial agreement values. Having such methods is crucial to matching. For
instance, in a major census application for measuring undercount, more than 25% of matches

would not have been found via exact character-by-character matching. Three geographic regions
are considered in Table 1. The function Mn represents exact agreement when it takes value one
and represents partial agreement when it takes values less than one. In the St Louis region, for
instance, 25% of first names and 15% of last names did not agree character-by-character among
pairs that are matches.

Table 1 Proportional Agreement by
String Comparator Values
Among Matches
Key Fields by Geography
_________StL
First
Mn=1.0 0.75
Mn$0.6 0.93
Last
Mn=1.0
Mn$0.6

0.85
0.95

Col

Wash

0.82
0.94

0.75
0.93

0.88
0.96

0.86
0.96

Jaro (1976, see also 1989) introduced a string comparator that accounts for insertions, deletions,
and transpositions. The basic Jaro algorithm has three components: (1) compute the string
lengths, (2) find the number of common characters in the two strings, and (3) find the number of
transpositions. The definition of common is that the agreeing character must be within half the
length of the shorter string. The definition of transposition is that the character from one string is
out of order with the corresponding common character from the other string. The string
comparator value (rescaled for consistency with the practice in computer science) is:
j(s1,s2)

= 1/3( #common/str_len1 + #common/str_len2 +
0.5 #transpositions/#common),

where s1 and s2 are the strings with lengths str_len1 and str_len2, respectively.
Using truth data sets, Winkler (1990b) introduced crude methods for modeling how the different
values of the string comparator affect the likelihood in the Fellegi-Sunter decision rule. Winkler
also showed how a variant of the Jaro string comparator n dramatically improves matching
efficacy in comparison to situations when string comparators are not used. The variant employs
some ideas of Pollock and Zamora (1984) in a large study for the Chemical Abstracts Service.
They provided empirical evidence about how the probability of keypunch errors increased as the
character position in a string moved to the right. Budzinsky (1993) in a review of twenty string
comparators concluded that the methods of Jaro and Winkler worked second best and best,
respectively. The Winkler string comparator Mn is used in the Generalized Record Linkage
System software of Statistics Canada.
2.2 Heuristic Improvement by Forcing 1-1 Matching
Jaro (1989) introduced a linear sum assignment procedure (lsap) to force 1-1 matching because he
observed that greedy algorithms often made erroneous assignments. A greedy algorithm is one in

which a record is always associated with the corresponding available record having the highest
agreement weight. Subsequent records are only compared with available remaining records that
have not been assigned. In the following, the two households are assumed to be the same, individuals have substantial identifying information, and the ordering is as shown. A lsap algorithm
causes the wife-wife, son-son, and daughter-daughter assignments correctly because it optimizes
the set of assignments globally over the household. Other algorithms such as greedy algorithms
can make erroneous assignments such as husband-wife, wife-daughter, and daughter-son.

c11
c21
c31
c41

c12
c22
c32
c42

HouseH1

HouseH2

husband
wife
daughter
son

wife
daughter
son

c13
c23
c33
c43

4 rows, 3 columns
Take at most one in each
row and column

cij is the (total agreement) weight from matching the ith person from the first file with the jth
person in the second file. Winkler (1994) introduced a modified assignment algorithm that uses
1/500 as much storage as the original algorithm and is of equivalent speed. The modified
assignment algorithm does not induce a very small proportion of matching error (0.1-0.2%) that is
caused by the original assignment algorithm.
2.3 Why the methods do not always work well.
The record linkage methods described above can perform well when there is little typographical
variation and other forms of nonhomogeneity in the identifying characteristics of lists. The
methods may not work well due to failures of the assumptions used in the models, lack of
sufficient variables for matching, sampling or lack of overlap in lists, and extreme variations in
the messiness of data. The idiosyncrasies of messy data are most easily described. Each of the
following types of errors provides examples of situations where pairs of records will not have
homogeneous identifying characteristics.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Records that do not address standardize.
Records that do not name standardize.
Records that have more information or missing matching variables.
Records that do not have easily comparable fields.

Name
Address
Age

Ralph Smith
123 Main St
54

R J Smith
PO Box 9128
50

If the PO Box address in the right-most column were replaced by a street address that corresponds
almost exactly to the street address given in the second column, then it might be possible to
accurately match. If R J Smith is actually Roberta Joan Smith, then the match would be in error.
Inconsistencies of name and address information are typically even greater with agriculture and
business lists. During name and address standardization, commonly occurring words such as

Mister, Road, Post Office Box, etc. are replaced by standardized spellings and the components of
the names and addresses are placed in fixed locations. If standardization fails for a record, then
automatic matching in software may be impossible. This is due to specific information needed
for comparison and computing weights that is missing. If two lists of individuals are small
samples, then we may not be able to match on certain commonly occurring names such as John
Smith without substantial corroborating information. The difficulty of estimating the overlap of
samples has most effectively been dealt with by Deming and Gleser (1959) in situations where
there is no matching error. When there is matching error, the estimation can be more difficult.
3. BASIC RESEARCH PROBLEMS
The basic research problems have been open since the work of Newcombe et al. (1959) and
Fellegi and Sunter (1969). Partial progress in solving the problems has occurred. The major
difficulties in all situations have been determining how identifying information can be used and
what the relative value of a field is in matching in comparison with other fields.
3.1 When can frequency-based matching improve over simple agree/disagree matching?
The ideas of frequency-based (value-specific) matching were introduced by Newcombe et al.
(1959). Fellegi and Sunter (1969) gave two methods for computing frequency-based weights in
the context of their formal model that have been extended by Winkler (1988, 1989). The basic
idea is that agreements on rarely occurring values of a field (variable) are better at distinguishing
matches than agreements on commonly occurring values of a field. The agreement on a rare
value is also better than the general yes/no agreement (i.e., non-value-specific) on a field. For
instance,
P(agree last name = ‘Zabrinsky’, agree first name ‘Zbigniew’ | M) >
P(agree last name, agree first name | M) >

(6)

P(agree last name = ‘Smith’, agree first name ‘James’ | M) .
Reasonably correct frequencies are computed and used in matching. The intuition is that
frequency-based weights given by the first and third probabilities in (6) are better able to
delineate matches and nonmatches than the simple agree/disagree probabilities given in the
second probability in (6). Names by themselves are seldom effectively used in matching.
Additional fields such as components of the address, age or full date-of-birth, maiden name, sex,
and race are also needed to reduce error rates to acceptable levels. In some early experiments,
frequency-based matching often did better than simple agree/disagree matching. With the
development of more sophisticated models for estimating agree/disagree matching parameters via
the EM algorithm, simple agree/disagree weights sometimes performed better. The reason is due
to the fact that, in many files, a moderate number of false matches agree on relatively rarely
occurring names. In those situations, pairs that might be in the clerical review region given in (4)
might move upward to the designated match region. If there is a substantial number of fields
available for matching, then the redundancy provided by the extra fields can reduce matching
error. If redundancy is sufficient to reduce matching error, then it seems likely that frequencybased matching is not needed. Raising the total agreement weights for pairs associated with less
frequently values of a variable will not improve matching.
There are, nevertheless, a number of important situations when it is likely that frequency-based
matching may be demonstrated to work at least as well as simple agree/disagree matching. The

major situations all involve large national health files that have been significantly cleaned for
typographical error and for which accurate probabilities can be computed a priori using true
population counts. The research question is “Are there situations for which it can be shown that
frequency-based matching improves over simple agree/disagree matching?” It seems that with
many business lists, agriculture lists, and general administrative lists that frequency-based
matching may not yield improvements because of the large amounts of typographical variation.
These lists often have moderate to large proportions of records that fail standardization, have
excessively high typographical error rates, and have only moderate overlap. If any one of these
three situations occurs, then frequency-based matching may be seriously compromised.
3.2 What is the best method for estimating parameters under conditional independence
when non-1-1 (or 1-1) matching is done?
Parameter estimates obtained under the conditional independence EM can be superior to other
parameter estimates (Winkler, 1990b) and can be obtained more easily. The conventional
methods estimate the marginal probabilities P(agree field | M) and P(agree field | U) directly
using samples for which truth has been obtained via possibly time-consuming manual review.
The estimates are obtained more easily because the known truth of matches on subsets is not
needed (Winkler, 1988). The reason that the EM parameters work better is that they effectively
represent the conditional probabilities such as the following
P(agree field 1, agree field 2, agree field 3 | M) =

(7)

P(agree field 1 | M) P(agree field 2 | field 1, M) P(agree field 3 | field 1, field 2, M).
The EM algorithm decides what ordering of the fields in (7) is optimal in estimating the
likelihoods. These probabilities implicitly perform a minor automatic adjustment for the lack of
conditional independence. The EM algorithm still makes a homogeneity assumption because it
assumes that the same ordering can be applied to all pairs conditional on whether they are a
match or nonmatch. Because the EM-parameters are designed to maximize the likelihood, they
produce better decision rules than the probabilities estimating under the conventional methods.
The conventional parameters do not maximize the likelihood because of the strong conditional
independence assumption that is made. Winkler (1990b) provided an exact comparison of
decision rules using parameters obtained by the two estimation techniques. Caution in the
automatic use of the EM-probabilities is needed because the EM may not exactly divide the set of
pairs into two classes that correspond exactly to matches and nonmatches. The difficulty of
having EM-determined classes that correspond to true matching classes has been addressed by
Winkler (1993b) and by Nigam et al. (1999). The caution may not apply to conventionally
estimated parameters because the clerical review can better assure that estimated parameters are
consistent with model assumptions.
The EM probabilities are estimated using all pairs and often used in matching software that forces
1-1 matching. Although the mechanisms for forcing 1-1 matching are not explicitly accounted
for, the probabilities are known to work well in those situations. The research question is “When
can the EM-probabilities estimated under conditional independence be effectively used in 1-1
matching decision rules?” If marginal probabilities are conventionally estimated via samples,
when can they be effectively used in 1-1 matching?
3.3 When does accounting for dependencies help in matching?
If conditional independence does not hold, then

P(agree first name, agree last name | M) ≠ P(agree first | M) P(agree last | M) .
Decision rules that apply probabilities estimated under the conditional independence assumption
may be suboptimal. Smith and Newcombe (1975 gave a modified decision rule that adjusts for
the lack of dependence that have been effectively extended and applied by others (Gill, 1999).
The modified decision rules are heavily dependent on the assumption that the adjustments based
on a sample for which truth is known can be used in a variety of matching situations. The
assumption is likely to be reasonable in situations of large national health files for which truth is
known on a large subset. Winkler (1989a), Thibaudeau (1993), Armstrong and Mayda (1993),
and Larsen and Rubin (1999) have all given formal models for estimating the record linkage
parameters (probabilities) under general dependence models. Winkler (1989a) also showed that
the values of matching parameters vary significantly from one list to another. The variation
occurs even when the lists have the same matching variables and the same amount of overlap but
represent different geographic regions. All of the authors have shown that the development of
appropriate dependence models takes considerable skill and suitable software. They have also
shown that probabilities estimated under dependence are more accurate. None of the authors has
been able to show whether the new parameter-estimation method can be assured to yield
appropriately good decision rules in actual record linkage software on a day-to-day basis. A basic
research question is ”For what types of files and matching situations can general dependencebased probabilities and decision rules improve matching?” There is still considerable empirical
evidence that matching under the conditional independence assumption is effective in practice.
Winkler (1993b, 1994) demonstrated that matching under the conditional independence
assumption worked nearly as well as matching under more general dependency models in certain
situations. The situations included population files having multiple individuals per household in
which 1-1 matching was forced. Winkler (1994) did suggest accounting for dependencies might
yield better automatic estimates of error rates.
3.4 What are (suitable) ways of estimating error rates?
The method of Belin and Rubin (1995) is currently the only method for automatically estimating
record linkage error rates. Belin and Rubin were able to achieve highly accurate estimates
(Winkler and Thibaudeau 1991, Scheuren and Winkler 1993) in a narrow range of situations.
The situations generally involved population files where there was good separation between the
matching weights associated with nonmatches and matches. If there is not good separation, then
methods that use more information from the matching process may ultimately yield suitable
estimates in a larger range of situations as suggested by Winkler (1994) and Larsen and Rubin
(1999). The estimation methods and the means of evaluating the fits of the latent class models
are quite difficult because the usual Chi-square methods do not work (Rubin and Stern, 1993).
The basic research question is “How does one automatically estimate error rates?”
4. ADVANCED RESEARCH PROBLEMS
Three areas use methods and underlying models that are closely related to the basic ideas of
record linkage. Confidentiality of microdata is most closely related because record linkage
methods can be used for evaluating the re-identification risk in public-use files. Since the
quantitative data in a public-use file are typically masked, new metrics for comparing quantitative
data can yield higher re-identification rates. Analytic Linking is the methodology (Scheuren and
Winkler 1997) for using not directly comparable data items to improve matching and to account
for the effect of matching error in analyses. For instance, if one administrative file has receipts
and another has income, an additional variable, predicted income, can be added to the first file to

improve matching. The matching can also be improved by targeting outliers and systematic
errors in the merged files in a manner that identifies likely false matches. Data mining and some
models for information retrieval in computer science use Bayesian networks for classifying
documents using free-form textual information. The representations in Bayesian networks from
machine learning can be viewed as a special case of representations in the Fellegi-Sunter model.
Recent advances in applying the EM algorithm in machine learning settings give insight into how
to better use training data (if available), how to better structure the models, and how to use freeform text in a rigorous model.
4.1 Confidentiality
There is substantially increased need to supply researchers with large, general-purpose public-use
files that can be used for a variety of analyses. Balancing the analytic needs are the requirements
that agencies not release individually identifiable data. If a public-use file is created, then
agencies must determine if the file meets analytic needs and is confidential. Record linkage
methods (Winkler 1998) that employ new metrics for comparing somewhat related quantitative
data provide a useful enhancement and yield higher re-identification rates than less sophisticated
methods. If an agency can effectively determine that a small percentage of records might be reidentified, it can take additional precautions.
Methods for masking data are intended to make re-identification more difficult. Existing masking
methods cover a variety of areas. Global recoding and local suppression (DeWaal and
Willenborg 1996, 1998; Sweeney, 1999) have been successfully used to create public-uses files
and other security procedures. The advantage of the methods is that available general software is
often straightforward to apply. The associated research problems relate to how seriously analytic
properties are compromised. Additive noise is known to preserve some of the analytic properties
of files (Kim 1986, 1989; Fuller 1993). Research problems are whether general software can be
developed and whether files are free of disclosures. Combinations of additive noise and limited
swapping have been used by Kim and Winkler (1995) and Winkler (1998). Data perturbation
methods (Tendick and Matloff 1994) are closely related to additive noise. The methods are good
at preserving confidentiality and yielding totals on a number of subdomains that are consistent
with unreleased confidential data. The basic research problems are whether the methods can be
extended to preserved second order and higher statistics as the additive noise methods do.
Camouflage (Gopal, Goes, and Garfinkel 1998) is a sophisticated method that returns intervals
rather than point estimates for large classes of functions on arbitrary subdomains. A basic
research question is whether these methods can produce the types of information that users of the
public-use files need. Microaggregation (see e.g., Mateo-Sanz and Domingo-Ferrer 1998) is a
method of replacing values of individual variables in ranges with means. The algorithms can be
quite sophisticated. The research questions are: “Do these methods compromise analytic validity
seriously?” and “What are re-identification rates with certain classes of files?” The most
sophisticated methods involve models for re-identification risk and analytic properties of files.
Fienberg, Makov and Sanil (1997) and Fienberg, Makov, and Steele (1998) have introduced some
promising ideas that need extension to encompass different classes of data and to achieve
computational tractability. With all of these methods the basic research question is “If analytic
validity is preserved, then what is the re-identification rate?” If good source files for matching
and suitable re-identification software are available to an intruder, then what is the reidentification rate?
4.2 Analytic Linking

Researchers often have the need to analyze large amounts of data that result from the merger of
two or more administrative files in which unique identifiers are unavailable. Scheuren and
Winkler (1993) showed how regression analyses might be adjusted for biases due to linkage
errors. In the simplest situation of two variables, the dependent variable might be taken from one
file and the independent variable from another file. If there is matching error, then the dependent
and independent variables associated with false matches generally will not correspond as closely
as those associated with true matches. The adjustments were highly dependent on accurate
probabilities obtained by the methods of Belin and Rubin (1995). If error-rates are estimated
accurately, then the bias-adjustments for matching error were reasonably accurate.
One administrative file may have a number of data fields (variables) that are correlated or
otherwise related to a number of data fields in another administrative file. Scheuren and Winkler
(1997) introduced analytic linking methods that place predictors in one file that can be used to
improve matching with another file. After each matching pass, data are again modeled to refine
the predictors. Through a series of iterations in which predictors and matching are improved,
Scheuren and Winkler showed how matching could be performed in situations that were
previously considered impossible. If matching error is low, then adjustment methods may not be
needed (Scheuren and Winkler 1993). If matching error is moderate, then the adjustment method
of Scheuren and Winkler (1993) may help. The basic research problems are “What are more
generally applicable adjustments methods for matching error?” How can all of the information in
two files be used? Scheuren and Winkler (1997) used simple predicted values that may not
account for many types of matching error and may not be suitable as a global set of predictions.
The work of Scheuren and Winkler has a strong visual component. Summary representations in
graphs (images) are successively improved as erroneous data due to false matches are eliminated.
Much of the erroneous data shows up as outliers that detract from the graph that would be
obtained from the true model having no noise. If the underlying analytic model and the effects of
some of the matching error are effectively modeled (i.e., learned), then the images associated with
the process also improve. Improving the methods may involve advanced image resolution ideas
(Besag et al. 1974, 1986, 1995; Geman and Geman 1984). Other improvements may be due to
better modeling of the components of the iterative analytic linking process. Van Dyk (1999) has
recently introduced methods for speeding up EM-type computations associated with hierarchical
models that contain ideas that might improve the methods of Winkler and Scheuren. Although
the specific types of speed-ups may not be needed, the insight that Van Dyk offered into
modeling a large number of components of a process seems to be needed.
Winkler (1999) also indicated how large bridging files can be used to improve matching with two
smaller files. A bridging file is a large universe file that approximately contains the two smaller
files. Bridging files might be a large file such as the main Social Security Administration file of
the U.S. population or a large credit database with associated information. Although the large
bridging file does not generally have sufficient information for matching all records in the smaller
files, it has sufficient information for reducing the set of potential matches to small subsets.
Additional matching runs on the smaller data files can then yield higher proportions of matches.
The research question is “What are effective ways of using bridging files?” Bridging files also
should have significant power for improving re-identification experiments.
4.3 Data Mining
Machine learning algorithms that employ Bayesian networks are tools being applied to classify
text into different groups. Bayesian networks are one of the standard tools in data mining. They
are also used for information retrieval methods such as used in some of the web search engines.
The latest algorithms (Nigam et al., 1999) utilize EM-based methods that are closely related to

methods used by Winkler (1988, 1989, 1993b) and Larsen and Rubin (1999). The EM-based
algorithms for finding maximum likelihood estimates in the latent classes models of record
linkage are a direct generalization of ideas for automatically estimating parameters given in
Fellegi and Sunter (1969). The basic research problems are quite difficult. The first is how to
automatically obtain parameters and latent classes that allow automatic accurate determination of
error rates. The second is how to effectively use combinations of training data for which true
classification is known and general data for which true classification is unknown. Presently,
some of the examples in machine learning suggest that appropriate training data – often obtained
via very expensive clerical review – can be useful in some situations. Because of the additional
structure available in record linkage, some authors (Winkler 1993b, 1994; Larsen and Rubin
1999) have been able to obtain good matching results without subsets of training data. The
advantage of training data is that it implicitly imposes additional structure on the learning with
general text. With record linkage, the additional structure is due to knowing that fields such as
first name, last name, house number, and date-of-birth need to be compared. With general text,
the algorithms of machine learning must create a structure for comparing that is facilitated by the
training data. The machine learning algorithms are useful in record linkage situations when freeform names or addresses cannot be parsed into components. Winkler (1993b) and Nigam et al.
(1999) have shown that each of the latent classes may be best estimated as a further mixture of
latent classes. A third research problem emphasized by Nigam et al. (1999) is when the classes
obtained under the theoretical latent class models correspond to true classes into which
individuals might want to classify the data. Winkler (1989) showed that the parameters of the
latent classes sometimes yield very poor matching performance if the latent classes do not
correspond to the true classes of matches and nonmatches. Winkler (1993b) showed that
dramatic improvements in matching can occur if the class of nonmatches is estimated as a
mixture of two subclasses. To better make use of a priori information, Winkler (1988, 1989,
1993b) showed how convex constraints such as P(disagree first | M) < a, 0 < a < 1, or P(M) < b, 0
< b < 1, could be used to force estimates obtained via versions of the EM algorithm into regions
of the subspace of parameters.
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper describes current research problems in record linkage and some related research in
microdata confidentiality, information retrieval and data mining.
This paper reports the results of research and analysis undertaken by Census Bureau staff. It has undergone a more
limited review than official Census Bureau publications. This report is released to inform interested parties of research
and to encourage discussion. A shorter version appeared in the 1999 Statistical Society of Canada Proceedings of
Survey Methods. The translation of the abstract to French was facilitated by Dr. Yves Thibaudeau.
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